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Who the hell did I marry, really?I'm totally screwed. I just said "I do" to the hottest
man I've ever seen.And he's my future husband's twin brother.I mean, how could
I know he's the wrong one? They look exactly the same.Now there's no way out
of this, so we'll just have to keep playing the game.We are married on paper only,
for our family businesses to thrive.It's only business, a partnership kind of deal,
and falling for him wasn't part of the arrangement.But why do I keep recalling our
first sinful night, when he took me right there in his suite?Why can't I stop
imagining all the tender, passionate kisses, his huge hands all over my body and
the rough, hard sex?Oh, screw it! The marriage might be fake, but the baby I'm
carrying is 100%real...Marrying the Wrong Twin is the fourth book in Baby Fever
Series, a billionaire marriage mistake romance with no cliffhanger and a HEA. It
can be read as a stand-alone.Other books in Baby Fever Series:1: Leaving to
Stay2: Accidental Soulmates3: Can't Get Over You
From “one of the most exciting breakout novelists” (USA TODAY) comes the first
novel in an irresistible new series—a spin-off of the bestselling Marriage to a
Billionaire series—featuring a matchmaker who falls for a man who doesn’t
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believe in love. First in a sizzling new series from Jennifer Probst, the USA Today
bestselling author adored for her “fresh, fun, and sexy” (Romancing the Book)
storytelling! In charming Verily, New York, Kate Seymour has a smashing
success with Kinnections, the matchmaking service she owns with her two best
girlfriends. But Kate’s more than a savvy businesswoman: She’s gifted with a
secret power, a jolting touch that signals when love’s magic is at work. It rocked
her when she picked up a strange volume of love spells in the town’s used
bookstore . . . and it zapped her again when she encountered Slade
Montgomery, the hot-tempered— and hot-bodied—divorce lawyer who storms into
Kinnections demanding proof that playing Cupid won’t destroy his vulnerable
sister, Kate’s newest client. The only way to convince this cynic that she’s no
fraud, and that love is no mirage, is for Kate to meet his audacious challenge:
find him his dream woman. Can Kate keep their relationship strictly business
when her electrifying attraction nearly knocked her off her feet? Or has the
matchmaker finally met her match?
Genevieve MacKenzie has her life completely under control. About to wed the
charming Chief doctor at the local hospital, she's an up and coming surgeon with
everything she could ever want. Until an escape through the church window on
the day of her wedding sets her life in a tailspin...and flings her right into her best
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friend's arms... When Wolfe catches his best friend falling out the window on the
day of her wedding, he doesn't ask questions. He whisks her away, determined
to both protect and discover the truth behind her desperate escape. But when his
feelings turn more than platonic, he realizes he may risk his most important
relationship in order to protect his damaged heart, and the woman he loves. Can
friendship turn to a forever love, or is too late?
I'm married to a billionaire and I didn't know it until this morning! Being married to
a handsome, well-built, rich hottie is every woman's dream come true.But playing
the role of Aaron Walsh's wife felt more like a nightmare.He's my husband but
why is he so ice cold?Nope. No honeymoon phase for me.I just spend most of
my time trying to figure out this arrogant piece of work.Yet, there we were,
peeling back the layers of our true intentions.Discovering more of each other and
realizing we could be more than just married on paper. A twist of fate brought us
together.But nothing could prepare me for the real surprises yet to come...
???????????????????????????????????????????????J.K.???????????????????
???????J.R.R.??????????????? --?????????????Saved??? ??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ???????????????????....????????????????????????????
????????????????? --????????? ??????????????????????????????????
--vampirebooksite.com
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? --???????
This is book 2. With chemistry this hot, it's hard for Luke and Paige to keep the
marriage platonic as planned. Sparks fly! But when everything crashes around
Paige, her world is shattered.
“No way we got married last night... RIGHT?” My new neighbor is hot, arrogant, and a
complete jerk. From trimming my rose bushes to not understanding personal
boundaries. Liam Addair is doing his best to drive me insane. But it turns out the
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Scottish stud might actually have a heart of gold. When my ex and his new fiancée
walked into the bar, He pretended to be my boyfriend and saved me. Now we’ll have to
fake it ‘til the end of summer. That’s when Liam and my ex will leave Magnolia Falls.
And my life will go back to being very uncomplicated. But what happens when faking it
gets a little too real? And I end up accidentally married and pregnant by mistake! He’s
a movie star from a family worth billions. Could he even settle down with someone as
ordinary as me? The marriage certificate is signed, and this baby is very real. But who
knows what will happen to us when summer ends...
Secrets, Sex and Scandals … Welcome to Storm, Texas, where passion runs hot, desire
runs deep, and secrets have the power to destroy… Get ready. The storm is coming.
During his time in Afghanistan, Logan Murphy has endured the unthinkable, but
reentering civilian life in Storm is harder than he imagined. But when he is reacquainted
with Ginny Moreno, a woman who has survived terrors of her own, he feels the first
stirrings of hope.
????!???3000????????????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
??????????????????? ???????????? ? ??????????????????????Jennifer Lawrence???
? ??????????????????? ? ??Amazon?????????800???????5?? ?
??????????????(??????????????) ?????????Elizabeth
Holmes?????????????SARS???????????????????????????????????????
???19?????????????????26?????????????????????: ???????????????????????????
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??????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????Time????????
??????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????……? ?????????????Elon
Musk?SpaceX???????DFJ??????????????Donald L. Lucas????????????????????Larry
Ellison??????????????George Shultz?????????Henry
Kissinger?????????????????????????William Perry??????????James
Mattis???????????????Rupert Murdoch????????????????……??????????????Theranos
???????????????????Theranos??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????90??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????Tyler Shultz??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????Theranos????????????????????
??????????Booklist??????????????????????????????????????
????????Theranos???????????????????????…… ??|| ???? ||?? ??????????????? ???? Li
Ke Tai Tai???NERD Skincare??????????? ????????????????? ????The News
Lens?????????? ??????????????? ????????? ??|| ???? ||?? ????????Theranos???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????Publishers Weekly????? ??????????????????????????????????????????…
…Theranos???????Enron????????????????????????????????????????????????Yashar
Ali?????????New York Magazine?
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HGTV’s Property Brothers meets The Marriage Bargain in this third volume in the
Billionaire Builders series, an all-new, heart-wrenching, and sexy contemporary
romance from New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Probst. Tristan Pierce left
the family business to carve out a life of his own, but never forgot his passionate affair
with the much younger, inexperienced Sydney Greene, or the hurtful breakup that tore
him apart. When he’s forced to return home and face his past, will he be able to carve
out a future, or will lies ruin his second chance at love? Sydney Greene loved Tristan
her entire life but when he left, he took not only her heart, but her trust along with him.
Now that they’re together again, it’s time they both face the biggest secret of all...
The matchmaker meets her match…in one very persistent tycoon! Secretive
matchmaker to the rich and famous, Lydia Whitney prefers to stay behind the scenes.
But after one mistake, rich resort developer Ian McNeill is hot on her trail, and he's
more attractive—and persistent—than ever before. Ian can't believe it when he figures out
who's messing with his family: a woman who has deceived—and seduced—him before.
What's her agenda? And why can't he resist her? He'll get the answers to all his
questions, if Lydia agrees to his convenient marriage proposal. But once she's in his
arms again, will he let her go? The Magnate's Marriage Merger is part of The McNeill
Magnates trilogy.
Julietta Conte, the middle sister in the Conte family, has spent the last few years
watching her siblings settle down into happy marriages and burgeoning families while
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she wondered when her turn would come. As the responsible sister, she learned early
that work was not only her salvation but also a way to control the factors around her.
Now, devastated after the death of her father, she flings herself into the task of running
the family bakery business, La Dolce Famiglia, and inherits control of the Italian empire
after her older brother takes off to America to start a new chain. But as loneliness sets
in, Juliette worries that she's destined to spend her life alone. She decides she will give
her life to her career, but deep inside, she burns for someone to set her on fire. Her
sisters Alexa, Maggie and Carina all believe they met their husbands by completing a
love spell, and at her sisters' urging, she reluctantly agrees to cast one herself.
What happens in Vegas doesn't stay in Vegas when you wind up married to your sworn
enemy. ???? To all the world, he is Joaquin Reyes, the playboy son of a billionaire
media mogul. To the cartel his family cut ties with, he is the man who murdered the
leader of our North American operation. He's a menace to our empire, and he knows
retribution is coming. But he doesn't expect it to show up in the form of me, the ebonyhaired bombshell whom he wakes up married to after a wild night in Las Vegas. I am
Natalia Esposito. La Viuda Negra. The Black Widow of the cartel. My job is to seduce
men and kill them when they least expect it. And poor, sexy, oblivious Joaquin, my
soon-to-be late husband, doesn't suspect a damn thing. I have one job, and I've got him
square in my lethal crosshairs. He never expected to wind up married to an assassin,
and I've never failed at taking out a target-but I never expected to catch feelings for a
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man I was ordered to murder. I now have a choice: Kill the man I wasn't supposed to
fall for, or face the wrath of the cartel. 'Til death do us part? Exactly. Because one of us
is leaving this marriage in a body bag. ???? SHAMELESS IN VEGAS is a
STANDALONE, full-length, Vegas marriage mistake, Mexican cartel dark romance with
a guaranteed HEA. The books in the Shameless Love Series are interconnected
standalones. Ready for a truly unforgettable dark cartel Vegas romance with a heartstopping twist? Scroll up and one-click your copy now.

Amy Grant's life is exactly how she wants it. She's almost thirty, has a good
relationship with her mom, great friends, and her career as Assistant D.A. is on
an upward trajectory. Her love life is a little lackluster, but that's okay. She
doesn't want a relationship since she has an uncanny knack for choosing guys
who are bad for her. Guys too much like the father who walked out on her and
her Mom. But Amy's carefully planned life comes to a crashing halt when she
wakes up married to the brother of a man she put behind bars two years ago. A
man so wrong for her, she runs out of their Vegas hotel room when he turns on
his perfect smile. But no matter how far or fast Amy runs, she can't get the
charming Zac Kavanagh out of her head, or her life. And she soon learns that
being married to a Kavanagh comes with strings attached. Strings that become
tangled into knots when she develops feelings for Zac. What will he and his
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family do when they learn what she did?
New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Jennifer Probst sparks a
blissful mind-body connection as her “sexy, satisfying” (Kirkus Reviews) new
series continues! She’s an expert in helping others de-stress, but Arilyn
Meadows is running on fumes. Along with her job counseling singles seeking
soul mates at the Kinnections agency in Verily, New York, she’s a yoga teacher,
animal shelter volunteer, anger management therapist, and helping hand to her
beloved grandfather. No time to find Mr. Right—but after discovering her yogi
boyfriend in a compromising asana, Arilyn would rather dog-sit for her
honeymooning friend Kate than risk her heart on another downward dog. And
when police officer Stone Petty—radiating masculinity and bad-boy attitude—is
sent to her for mandatory lessons in cooling off when the job gets too hot, Arilyn
vows to ignore his seductive glances and sexy grin. But there’s no halting their
sizzling flirtation—a red-hot, high-speed chase that’s breaking all the limits.
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Probst comes
a new story in her Marriage to a Billionaire series. The Book of Spells returns in
this sparkling addition to the series! She had run from her demons… Caterina
Victoria Windsor fled her family winery after a humiliating broken engagement,
and spent the past year in Italy rebuilding her world. But when Ripley Savage
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shows up with a plan to bring her back home, and an outrageous demand for her
to marry him, she has no choice but to return to face her past. But when simple
attraction begins to run deeper, Cat has to decide if she’s strong enough to trust
again…and strong enough to stay… He vowed to bring her back home to be his
wife… Rip Savage saved Windsor Winery, but the only way to make it truly his is
to marry into the family. He’s not about to walk away from the only thing he’s
ever wanted, even if he has to tame the spoiled brat who left her legacy and her
father behind without a care. When he convinces her to agree to a marriage
arrangement and return home, he never counted on the fierce sexual attraction
between them to grow into something more. But when deeper emotions emerge,
Rip has to fight for something he wants even more than Winsor Winery: his future
wife. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers,
it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the
author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors Shayla Black,
Jennifer Probst, Kristen Proby, and Gena Showalter. Four Dark Tales. Four
Sensual Stories. Four Page Turners. More Than Pleasure You by Shayla Black
I’m Stephen Lund, confirmed bachelor…and son of a successful billionaire whose
sins I can’t forget—or forgive. Though he insisted I get over his transgressions, I
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can’t. So I put space between us with a temporary getaway to Maui. My rental’s
sexy caretaker, Skye Ingram, is a beautiful distraction. When Skye needs a date
to her ex-boyfriend’s wedding, I’m game to play her pretend fiancé. But our
pretend engagement begins to feel real. Our passion certainly is. So are the
consequences. When I’m confronted with the reality that our lives are now
irrevocably entwined, I have to choose between leaving Skye to return to the life
I’ve always known or abandoning everything familiar to start over with the
woman who awakened my heart. Something Just Like This by Jennifer Probst
Jonathan Lake is the beloved NYC mayor who’s making a run for governor. His
widowed status and close relationship with his daughter casts him as the darling
of the press, and the candidate to beat, but behind the flash of the cameras,
things are spinning out of control. It all has to do with his strait laced, ruthlessly
organized assistant, Alyssa Block. Her skills and reserved demeanor are perfect
to run his campaign, but her brilliant brain has become a temptation he’s been
fighting for too long. Can he convince her to take a chance on a long-term
campaign for love or will his efforts end up in scandal? Wonder With Me by
Kristen Proby Reed Taylor doesn’t pay much attention to the holidays—until he
receives a surprise present. Four-year-old Piper is the daughter he never knew
about, and with the death of her mother, is also now the roommate he never
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expected. He’s determined to make their first Christmas together one she’ll
never forget. Noel Thompson has gotten her share of strange requests in her
career as an interior designer. The call to design a beautiful home for Christmas
is more like a dream come true. And that was before she met her new
employer—sexy and mysterious, he’s everything she ever hoped Santa would
bring her. The Darkest Assassin by Gena Showalter Fox is a demon-possessed
immortal with many talents. Now, the keeper of Distrust has been marked for
death, a winged assassin with rainbow-colored eyes tracking her every move,
determined to avenge the males she accidentally decimated. If only she could
control the desire to rip off his clothes… Bjorn is a fierce warrior with many
complications. Never has he hesitated to exterminate an evil being. Until now.
The sharp-tongued female with a shockingly vulnerable heart tempts him in ways
no one else ever has, threatening his iron control. But, as Fate itself seems to
conspire against the unlikely pair, both old and new enemies emerge. And Fox
and Bjorn must fight to survive. And learn to love… **Every 1001 Dark Nights
novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s
world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll
enjoy each one as much as we do.**
Damien Wynter was as handsome and arrogant as sin. Heiress Charlotte didn't
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need his dark, primitive sensuality in her life, until the man she'd planned to marry
disappointed her, and Damien offered a challenge: let him wed her and get her
pregnant! It was all about winning to Damien, but Charlotte wanted a baby, and if
surrendering to him meant she could win, too…why not accept his scandalous
offer?
Library assistant Nell Frost is on a mission to be more confident. Arriving at Luiz
Santoro's magnificent Spanish mansion, she's determined to tell him what she
thinks of him seducing her niece—and then leave. But Nell has underestimated
the powerful Spaniard…. Luiz knows Nell has the wrong man. But this young
virgin, dressed in shapeless clothes, could have her uses. He has a vacancy for
a temporary mistress—with two conditions: no marriage, no children! But soon
Nell has broken all the rules….
A love psychologist needs a husband to prove she's not a quack. A billionaire
prince is the perfect mail-order groom. Dr. Deanna Pearson's love algorithm can
predict if a marriage is going to last forever. When she's challenged to get
married herself, the divorced doctor must face her fear of marriage. After she's
matched to a cocky billionaire prince with commitment issues, Deanna wonders if
she's made the biggest mistake of her life. Until the honeymoon on his private jet
stirs repressed feelings yearning for release. Business mogul Prince Maxim
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Malenkov isn't afraid of commitment, just marriage to the wrong woman. He
thought he was safe in America until his brother, the king, appeals to his sense of
duty. When Maxim hears a reality TV doctor needs a husband, he can't resist
one final act of rebellion. After their wedding night ends with them sleeping apart,
Maxim will do whatever it takes to make Deanna feel safe and wanted. After a
night alone in an abandoned farm, Maxim and Deanna agree to make their
marriage work and revitalize his country's economy. But if they can't get the king
to accept her, they'll have to dissolve their union. And when palace intrigue
threatens Maxim's family and Deanna's reputation, will their budding romance
last? Her Spare Heir Billionaire is a standalone novel in the Billionaire Boss
series where the men have the money but the women make the rules. A sexy
billionaire prince, quirky best friends, and toe-curling kisses are what you'll read
in this contemporary, palace intrigue romance by Eliza Ellis. Previously published
as The Mail Order Billionaire with new content. Read Her Spare Heir Billionaire to
enjoy a contemporary mail-order groom romance today! Books by Eliza Ellis
Billionaire Boss 1. Her Special Forces Billionaire 2. Her Business Rival Billionaire
3. Her Spare Heir Billionaire 4. Her Ranch Hand Billionaire (August 2019) Sisters
of Springfield 1. Hers to Kiss 2. Hers to Marry 3. Hers to Love (July 2019) 4. Hers
to Hold (August 2019) Norfolk Saga 1. Splint 2. Taken 3. Friction
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From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Probst comes a new story
in her Stay series. Chloe Lake is finally living her dream. As the daughter of the Governor,
she’s consistently in the spotlight, and after being dubbed the Most Eligible Bachelorette of
NYC, both her career and personal life has exploded. Fortunately, her work as an advocate for
animal welfare requires constant publicity and funding, so she embraces her role and plays for
the camera—anything for the sake of her beloved rescues. But when a big case is on the line,
she’s faced with the one obstacle she never counted on: the boy who broke her heart is back,
and in order to gain justice, they need to work together. Chloe swears she can handle it until
old feelings resurface, and she’s faced with a heartbreaking choice. Will this time end
differently—or are they destined to be only each other’s first love—instead of forever? Owen Salt
fell hard for Chloe when he was a screwed-up kid in college, and spent the next years
changing himself into the man his grandfather believed he was capable of. But when his career
led him across the country, he knew he needed to leave the woman he loved behind. He’s
never forgotten her, but as the new darling of the press, now, she’s way out of his league.
When work brings him back to fight for justice by her side, he swears he can handle it. But
he’s never really gotten over his first love—and he wants one more opportunity to prove he’s a
man who’s worthy. Can Owen convince the woman who holds his heart to take a second
chance on forever—or is it too late for them both? **For fans of Jennifer Probst’s Stay series,
Begin Again is book five in that series.** **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone
story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus
book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Probst comes a new story
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in her Stay series. Jonathan Lake is the beloved NYC mayor who’s making a run for governor.
His widowed status and close relationship with his daughter casts him as the darling of the
press, and the candidate to beat, but behind the flash of the cameras, things are spinning out
of control. It all has to do with his strait laced, ruthlessly organized assistant. Her skills and
reserved demeanor are perfect to run his campaign, but her brilliant brain has become a
temptation he’s been fighting for too long. Can he convince her to take a chance on a longterm campaign for love or will his efforts end up in scandal? Alyssa Block has admired the
NYC mayor for a long time, but her secret crush is kept ruthlessly buried under a mountain of
work. Besides, she’s not his type, and office scandals are not in her job description. But when
they retreat to an upstate horse farm for a secluded weekend, the spark between them catches
flame, and Jonathan sets those stinging blue eyes on winning her. Can she convince him to
focus on the upcoming election, or will she succumb to the sweet promise of a different future?
**For fans of Jennifer Probst’s Stay series, Something Just Like This is book four in that
series.** **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an
introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We
hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
????????18???????? ?1??30?????3???????3?? ????????????????????????3?
????????????Vintage????7????????? ???????1.4????????? ?????????????????????
????????????????????????? ??????????????? ???????????? ??????????????????……
???????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????…… ????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
It was never supposed to be painful and depressing. A stupid mistake she knows that. After all,
Jude Murray was her boss, and falling in love with him wasn’t in her job description. But can
they blame her? A little moth-like her couldn’t stay away from fire even if it burns. And so their
journey begins. Mary Jane Austen, the assistant secretary of the cold billionaire. One mistake,
she left him for good. However, two years later they met again. “... You, you hurt me Jude. You
made me look so small with all that whore you fuck inside your office while I was just a foot
away from your door...you! You are a heartless asshole who didn’t even realized that I was
hurting inside and that I was crying every time a woman went inside.” Saad niyang nagpapahid
na ng luha. “... How could you?” Sigaw niyang dagdag habang ang luha ay nag uunahang
pumatak, na para bagang ilog na dumadaloy na lamang ng walang katapusan.
How did I end up accidentally married to this arrogant jerk? My memory is a bit hazy, maybe
you can tell me... I had a crush. He's the boy from the other side of town. Way out of my
league. Rich as sin, and breathtakingly gorgeous. No way he would ever notice me. Turns out
he did. The boy I wanted is now a man. And nothing like the charmer of my teenage fantasies.
He's ruggedly handsome, hot as hell, and knows exactly how to drive me wild. I can't control
myself around him. If only I'd listened to reason. Now, I'm knocked up and married to this
domineering billionaire. Can you tell me how we ended up here?
Caleb Pierce meets his match when he is hired by home designer Morgan, who threatens to
use her powerful connections to ruin his reputation if he does not build a customized dream
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house that perfectly matches her specifications.
Drawn to smart-mouthed bartender Raven Bella Hawthorne, Dalton Pierce is determined to
win her over by restoring the bar to its former glory, until he discovers a secret from their pasts
that could destroy their future together.

??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????-???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?-????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Probst comes
a new story in her Searching For series… The Ultimate Anti-Hero Meets His
Match… Connor Dunkle knows what he wants in a woman, and it’s the three B’s.
Beauty. Body. Boobs. Other women need not apply. With his good looks and
easygoing charm, he’s used to getting what he wants—and who. Until he comes
face to face with the one woman who’s slowly making his life hell...and enjoying
every moment... Ella Blake is a single mom and a professor at the local Verily
college who’s climbed up the ranks the hard way. Her ten-year-old son is a
constant challenge, and her students are driving her crazy—namely Connor
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Dunkle, who’s failing her class and trying to charm his way into a better grade.
Fuming at his chauvinistic tendencies, Ella teaches him the ultimate lesson by
giving him a special project to help his grade. When sparks fly, neither of them
are ready to face their true feelings, but will love teach them the ultimate lesson
of all? **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers,
it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the
author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors Jennifer Probst,
Tessa Bailey, Elisabeth Naughton, Laura Kaye, and introducing Erika Wilde. Five
Dark Tales. Five Sensual Stories. Five Page Turners. SOMEHOW, SOME WAY:
A Billionaire Builders Novella by Jennifer Probst When an opportunity to
transform a dilapidated house in a dangerous neighborhood pops up, Charlotte
Grayson goes in full throttle. Unfortunately, she’s forced to work with the firm’s
sexy architect Bolivar Randy Heart (aka Brady), who’s driving her crazy with his
archaic views on women. Somehow, some way, they need to work together to
renovate a house without killing each other…or surrendering to the white-hot
chemistry knocking at the front door. TOO CLOSE TO CALL: A Romancing the
Clarksons Novella by Tessa Bailey A fairytale college career skyrocketed Kyler
Tate to the NFL draft. Adoration and opportunity are thrown in his direction
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wherever he goes, thanks to being chosen in the first round by the Los Angeles
Rage. None of the accolades mean anything, though, without his high school
sweetheart, Bree Justice, by his side. Four years ago, she walked away from
Kyler, choosing a quiet life over the flash and notoriety his career would someday
bring. Now he’s back in their Indiana hometown, refusing to leave for Los
Angeles without her. HUNTED: An Eternal Guardians Novella by Elisabeth
Naughton Erebus was Hades’ secret weapon in the war between the immortal
realms until Hades lost him in a bet to Zeus. For the last hundred years, Erebus
has trained Zeus’s Siren warriors in warfare and the sexual arts. But he’s never
stopped longing for freedom. Lately, he also longs for one Siren who entranced
him during their steamy seduction sessions. A nymph he quickly became
obsessed with and who was ripped from his grasp when her seduction training
was complete. One he’s just learned Zeus has marked for death. EYES ON
YOU: A Blasphemy Novella by Laura Kaye When a sexy stranger asks Wolf
Henrikson to rescue her from a bad date, he never expected to want the woman
for himself. But their playful conversation turns into a scorching one-night stand
that reveals the shy beauty gets off on the idea of being seen, even if she’s a
little scared of it, too. As Wolf introduces her to his world at Blasphemy, Liv finds
herself tempted to explore submission and exhibitionism with the hard-bodied
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Dom. THE MARRIAGE DIARIES by Erika Wilde Even after nearly twenty years
of marriage, Jillian Noble is still madly in love with her sexy-as-sin husband,
Dean. But now that their two sons are grown and it’s just the two of them alone
again, there’s something that Jillian wants from her husband—the dominant man
he rarely lets show. When Dean agrees to unleash his more assertive side, all
bets are off as he introduces her to dark, forbidden desires that will change the
course of their marriage. Every Dark Nights tale is breathtakingly sexy and
magically romantic.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
The exciting bestselling author who thrilled readers with The Marriage Bargain
and The Marriage Trap, Jennifer Probst rounds out her sizzling trilogy with more
“nonstop sexual tension” (Laura Kaye). Carina Conte has had a crush on her
brother Michael’s best friend, Max Gray, since she was a teenager. Now she’s
earned her MBA and come to work at Michael’s new venture, America’s fastestgrowing bakery empire. But some things never change: her family still treats her
like a child. With three drop-dead gorgeous siblings, she’s still the ugly duckling
of the bunch. And Max, the company’s new CEO, still barely notices her. Max
knows Carina Conte is strictly off limits. But hot-blooded lust wins out at a
conference when the two share a scorching one-night stand—and are busted by
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her mother! Now, forced by old-world Italian tradition into a marriage he’s not
ready for, Max is miserable—and Carina is furious. Her new husband is about to
realize that hell hath no fury like a woman transformed….
The third installment in the New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling
Marriage to a Billionaire series by “one of the most exciting breakout novelists”
(USA TODAY) Jennifer Probst. Carina Conte has had a crush on her brother
Michael's best friend, Max Gray, since she was a teenager back home in Italy.
Now she's earned her MBA and come to work at Michael's new venture,
America's fastest-growing bakery empire. But some things never change: her
overprotective family still treats her like a child. With three drop-dead gorgeous
siblings, she's still the ugly duckling of the bunch. And Max, the company's new
CEO, still barely notices her. Max knows Carina Conte is strictly off-limits, for the
sake of his job and his friendship with Michael. But hot-blooded lust wins out at a
conference when the two share a scorching one-night stand—and are busted by
her mother! Now, forced by old-world Italian tradition into a marriage he's not
ready for, Max is miserable—and Carina is furious. Her new husband is about to
realize that hell hath no fury like a woman transformed…
The highly anticipated second novel in the new Searching For series from
Jennifer Probst, "one of the most exciting breakout novelists" (USA TODAY)—a
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spin-off of the bestselling Marriage to a Billionaire series—featuring a sexy
matchmaker, and the rocket scientist who becomes her special project… The upand-coming matchmaking agency Kinnections is the hottest thing to hit Verily,
New York—just like Kennedy Ashe, social director for the service she owns with
her two best girlfriends. A coach, consultant, and cheerleader rolled into one
super-sizzling package, Kennedy creates dream dates, encourages singles to
shine, and never refuses a challenge—not even Nate Ellison Raymond Dunkle,
rocket scientist, nerd extraordinaire, and Kennedy’s newest client. Kennedy
vows to work her magic and transform this hot mess in a lab coat with a
disastrous relationship track record into the most wanted man on the Verily
dating scene. If only she could turn the wand on herself…though she radiates
confidence and sex appeal, Kennedy harbors deep-seated insecurities from a
tormented past and lifelong struggle with weight issues. When she realizes she
and Nate are cut from the same cloth and might be perfect together, can
Kennedy learn to let her heart lead the way? Or will her fears sentence her to the
sidelines as Nate finds love—with someone else?
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